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T.C. Boyle’s first story was written in the form of a play. A play about two parents who had 

lost their child. Tragically, an alligator ate it and the only thing left a of the child was a foot, 

which they preserved in its ragged sock and tennis shoe, and kept as a shrine on the coffee 

table. In its cruel and humorous absurdity, it exemplifies what I admire about T.C. Boyle’s 

work: his courage to go to the extremes in creating characters that border on the ridiculous, 

but with the goal of making a genuine point. 

In his latest novel, The Harder They Come, T.C. Boyle uses a real shooting in North Caroline 

as the background for his story. The news story became a fictional farce, but also a comment 

on American violence. These stories are in the news all the time, sometimes even live on TV, 

and without making actual sense, at least Boyle gives us a framework to think about them. 

And about the characters: often social outcasts, beaten down by society and their family, so 

much that ‘When are you allowed to stop loving your son’ becomes a logical question.

The Harder They Come is a dark novel, just like its predecessor San Miguel. Not dark in an

easy way, it’s no cynical portrait of the right wing, but it shows genuine concern about the 

future of the United States in a form that hits home. The epigraph of The Harder They Come

says it all. It is from D. H. Lawrence: “The essential American soul is hard, isolate, stoic and a 

killer. It has never yet melted”. I have the idea that this novel is angrier than his previous 

novels. I don’t know if that is true, but for the sake of literature, I would hope so. Angry 

novels have much more to say than happy ones. 


